Our aim is to study the problem of existence of orbits connecting stationary points for the nonlinear heat and strongly damped wave equations being at resonance at infinity. The main difficulty lies in the fact that these problem may not have solutions for general nonlinearity. To address this question we introduce the geometrical assumptions characterizing the nonlinear term and use them to prove index formulas expressing the Conley index of associated semiflows. We also prove that the geometrical assumptions are generalization of well known Landesman-Lazer and strong resonance conditions. Obtained index formulas are used to derive the criteria determining the existence of orbits connecting stationary points for heat and strongly damped wave equation.
Introduction
Consider the following differential equationṡ u(t) = −Au(t) + λu(t) + F (u(t)), t > 0 (1.1)ü (t) = −Au(t) − cAu(t) + λu(t) + F (u(t)), t > 0 ( 1.2) where A : D(A) → X is a positive sectorial operator on a Banach space X and F : X α → X is a continuous map on the fractional space X α := D(A α ), α ∈ (0, 1).
Our objective is to study the existence of orbits connecting stationary points for these equations in the case of resonance at infinity, i.e.
Ker (λI − A) = {0} and F is bounded. The main difficulty lies in the fact that, in the presence of resonance, the problem of existence of bounded orbits may not have solution for general nonlinearity F . This fact has been explained in detail in Remark 3.1. Our aim is to overcome this difficulty proving theorems determining the existence of orbits connecting stationary points for equations (1.1) and (1.2) , in the terms of appropriate geometrical assumptions imposed on the nonlinearity F . To this end we formulate assumptions (G1) and (G2) (see page 4) and use them to prove the two main results: Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 which express the Conley index of the invariant set contained in sufficiently large ball in the terms of assumptions (G1) and (G2). These theorems are complement of results from [12, 10] where non-resonance condition at infinity were imposed.
Finally, we provide applications for particular partial differential equations. First of all, in Theorems 4.1 and 4.2, we prove that if F is a Nemytskii operator associated with a map f : Ω × R → R, then the well known Landesman-Lazer (see e.g. [8] ) and strong resonance conditions (see e.g. [1] ) are actually particular case of assumptions (G1) and (G2). Then we derive criteria determining the existence of orbits connecting stationary points for the heat and strongly damped wave equations.
Spectral decomposition
Let A : D(A) → X is a positive sectorial operator on a Banach space X such that: (A1) the operator A has compact resolvents, (A2) there is a Hilbert space H endowed with a scalar product · , · H and norm · H and a continuous injective map i : X ֒→ H,
, where the graph inclusion is understood in the sense of product map
Remark 2.1. One can prove (see e.g. [5, Remark 3.1] ) that the spectrum σ(A) consists of the sequence of eigenvalues λ 1 < λ 2 < . . . < λ i < λ i+1 < . . . which is finite or λ i → +∞ as i → +∞. Furthermore dim Ker (λ i I − A) < +∞ for i ≥ 1.
In the following theorem we obtain spectral decomposition for operator A. 
furthermore X − is a finite dimensional space such that X − = {0} if k = 1 and
(iii) The spaces X 0 , X − , X + are mutually orthogonal, that is, i(u l ), i(u m ) H = 0 for l = m, where u i ∈ X i for i ∈ {0, −, +}.
Index formulas for invariant sets
Let A : D(A) → X be a positive sectorial operator on a Banach space X satisfying assumptions (A1), (A2), (A3) and let F : X α → X be a continuous map on the
is relatively compact in X.
We recall that a mild solution of the equation (1.1) starting at x is a continuous map u : [0, +∞) → X α such that
It is the standard theory (see e.g. [3, Theorem 3.3.3, Corollary 3.3.5]) that under the above assumptions, for any x ∈ X α , there is a unique mild solution u( · ; x) : [0, +∞) → X α of (1.1) such that u(0; x) = x. Therefore we are able to de-
α . Furthermore, note that equation (1.2) may be written as
where
and F : E → E is given by F(x, y) := (0, F (x)). Since A is a sectorial operator we can prove that A is also sectorial operator (see e.g. [9] , [2] ). Therefore, just as before we can define the semiflow Φ : [0, +∞) × E → E for the equation (1.2) by Φ(t, x) := w(t; (x, y)) for t ∈ [0, +∞), (x, y) ∈ E, where w( · ; (x, y)) : [0, +∞) → E is a solution for (3.1) starting at (x, y) ∈ E.
We say that a map u :
We call the set K ⊂ X α invariant, provided for every x ∈ K there is an orbit u for the semiflow Φ such that u(0) ∈ K and u(R) ⊂ K. Similarly, K ⊂ E is an invariant if for every (x, y) ∈ K there is a orbit w for Φ such that w(0) ∈ K and w(R) ⊂ K.
Assume that λ = λ k for some k ≥ 1 and consider a direct sum decomposition X = X 0 ⊕ X − ⊕ X + obtained in Theorem 2.2. Let Q 1 , Q 2 , P : X → X be the continuous projections onto X − , X + and X 0 , respectively. Define
Remark 3.1. If equation (1.1) is at resonance at infinity then the problem of existence of compact orbits connecting stationary points may not have solution for general nonlinearity F .
To see this it is enough to take F (x) = y 0 for x ∈ X α , where y 0 ∈ Ker (λI − A) \ {0}.
Indeed, if u : R → X α is a bounded orbit, then
Since Ker (λI − A) ⊂ Ker (I − e λt S A (t)) for t ≥ 0 it follows that
and therefore, after acting by the operator P , we have
and finally P u(h) = P u(0) + hy 0 for h ≥ 0. This contradicts assumption that u is bounded and proves our assertion.
To overcome this obstacles we introduce the following geometrical assumptions:
and similarly with the opposite inequality
With these assumptions we proceed to prove the index formulas for first and second order equations. Assume that λ = λ k for k ≥ 1, is an eigenvalue of A and put d 0 := 0 and d l := l i=1 dim Ker (λ i I − A) for l ≥ 1. The following index formula is a tool to determine the Conley index of the maximal invariant set contained in appropriately large ball for equation (1.1).
Theorem 3.2. (see [5, Theorem 3.4])
There is a closed isolated neighborhood N ⊂ X α such that, for K := Inv (N, Φ), the following statements hold:
Here h is the Conley index and Σ m is a homotopy type of pointed m-dimensional sphere (for more information see e.g. [11] ). The following theorem is an analogous index formula for equation (1.2). 
Application to partial differential equations
Assume that Ω ⊂ R n is an open bounded set with C ∞ boundary and consider the following equations
where c > 0, λ ∈ R is a parameter, ∆ is Laplace operator with Dirichlet conditions, f : øΩ × R → R is a continuous, bounded map satisfying:
x ∈ Ω and s 1 , s 2 ∈ R,
Put α ∈ (3/4, 1) and p ≥ 2n and let (1) It is known that A p , p ≥ 2, is a positive definite sectorial operator with compact resolvents and one can prove that A 2 is symmetric. Hence (A1) is satisfied.
(2) Take H := L 2 (Ω) with the standard inner product and norm. Since Ω is bounded and p ≥ 2, we derive that i :
is a continuous embedding. In consequence we obtain assumption (A2).
(3) Using again the boundedness of Ω, one can prove that for A := A 2 , the inclusion A p ⊂ A is satisfied in the sense of the map i × i. Therefore (A3) holds.
By Remark it follows that the spectrum σ(A) consists of the sequence of eigenvalues λ 1 < λ 2 < . . . < λ i < λ i+1 < . . . and dim Ker (λ i I − A) < +∞ for i ≥ 1. Embedding theorem for fractional spaces [3, Theorem 1.6.1] implies that the inclusion X α ⊂ C(øΩ) is continuous. Therefore we can define the Nemytskii operator
Under the above assumptions the following assertions hold.
(i) One can prove that the map F is continuous, bounded and satisfies assumptions (F 1), (F 2). Therefore, writing equations (4.1) and (4.2) in the abstract form (1.1) and (1.2), respectively, we can associate with them semiflows Φ and Φ. (ii) Assumption (E1) and (E2) and one can prove that F is differentiable at 0 and
Now we proceed to examine what assumptions should satisfy the mapping f that the associated Nemytskii operator F meets the introduced earlier geometrical assumptions. We start with the following theorem which says that well known LandesmanLazer conditions introduced in [8] are actually particular case of (G1) and (G2). 
(ii) If the following condition is satisfied
The following lemma proves that conditions (G1) and (G2) are also implicated by the strong resonance conditions, studied for example in [1] .
Theorem 4.2. Assume that there is a continuous function f
(ii) Condition (G2) is satisfied provided
Finally we proceed to the following criterion on existence of nonempty compact invariant sets with Landesman-Lazer type conditions. 
There is nonzero compact orbit u : R → X α of equation (4.1) such that either lim t→−∞ u(t) = 0 or lim t→+∞ u(t) = 0, provided one of the following is satisfied: (i) condition (LL1) holds and λ l < λ + ν < λ l+1 where λ l = λ;
(ii) condition (LL1) holds and λ + ν < λ 1 ; (iii) condition (LL2) holds and λ l−1 < λ + ν < λ l whereλ = λ l , l ≥ 2;
(iv) condition (LL2) holds and λ + ν < λ 1 , where λ = λ 1 .
In the proof of this theorem we need the following propositions. Then there is nonzero compact orbit w : R → E of equation (4.2) such that either lim t→−∞ w(t) = 0 or lim t→+∞ w(t) = 0, provided one of the following is satisfied:
(i) condition (SR1) holds and λ l < λ + ν < λ l+1 where λ l = λ;
(ii) condition (SR1) holds and λ + ν < λ 1 ;
(iii) condition (SR2) holds and λ l−1 < λ + ν < λ l whereλ = λ l , l ≥ 2;
(iv) condition (SR2) holds and λ + ν < λ 1 , where λ = λ 1 .
